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ABSTRACT
A 57-year-old male with history of prostatectomy, cyctectomy, cecal urinary diversion for invasive prostate
cancer and with a recent rise in PSA level, was referred for bone scintigraphy to rule out osseous metastatic
disease. An interesting finding was abnormal tracer accumulation throughout the large bowel, which was proved
to be due to urinary diversion.
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A
57-year-old
male
with
prior
prostatectomy, cyctectomy and cecal urinary
diversion for invasive prostate cancer, was
referred to nuclear medicine department for
bone scintigraphy to rule out osseous
metastatic disease. He had a rising PSA
level in his follow-up assessments. No focal
bony lesion was observed; however since
the bone scan pattern was suggestive of the
superscan, further work-up for metastases
was suggested.
An interesting finding was observation of
abnormal radiopharmaceutical accumulation
throughout the large bowel, which was
proved to be due to urinary diversion
(Figure 1).
DISCUSSION
A bone scintigraphy is an essential imaging
modality to evaluate skeletal diseases.
Uptake of bone seeking tracers normally is

seen in the osseous structures and to some
degree in the kidneys and bladder. However,
there are some reports about extra skeletal
uptake in soft tissue structures on bone scans
(1). The pathogenesis of this finding is not
always apparent. Uptake of bone seeking
agents in soft tissue is believed to be due to
chemisorption of Tc-99m methylene
diphosphonate (Tc-99m MDP) on the
surface of calcium salts, including
hydroxyapatite crystals (1, 2). Probable
mechanisms of increased soft tissue calcium
deposition (1, 3) are as follows:
1. Increased ectopic osteoblastic activity.
2. Metastatic calcification (lung, stomach,
kidney).
3. Metastases from osteoid forming primary
tumors (e.g. osteogenic sarcoma).
4. Increase in calcium binding tissue cations
(e.g. iron, magnesium).
5. Dystrophic calcification (e.g. necrosis,
hypoxia, tumor, amyloid).

Figure. 1 Superscan indicative of extensive skeletal metastases in a patient with prostatic carcinoma
and colon visualization due to cecal urinary diversion
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It is important to recognize the specific
conditions
causing
extra
skeletal
accumulation of bone seeking tracers,
because it greatly enhances the diagnostic
value of the study. One of the unusual extra
skeletal uptake in bone scan is intestinal
accumulation of bone seeking tracer (1, 4).
Chang et al. (5) have reported a patient with
acute
colonic
diverticulitis
who
demonstrated
abnormal
colonic
accumulation of tracer in skeletal
scintigraphy. These areas of increased
activity were attributed to the inflammation
of the colonic wall and pericolonic soft
tissue. They proposed that Tc-99m MDP
may offer an alternative, noninvasive
method for the assessment of extent and
activity of inflamed colon. McCarthy and
Heyman (6) have reported intestinal activity
in two neuroblastoma patients. They could
not explain the exact mechanism of the
intestinal Tc-99m MDP uptake, but
proposed that microscopic involvement at
the site of the activity or local tumor
invasion causing extravasations into the
nearby bowel and subsequent transit of the
isotope through the bowel might be the
reason. Another rare reason of this unusual
uptake pattern is oral radioactive urine
intake reported in a few cases (7, 8). In these
reports, the radioactivity has been described
to be depicted in the stomach and
gastrointestinal tract. In some countries,
drink of infant or one’s own urine is thought
to be a useful "folk remedy" to improve
health and treat some diseases (7). Urinary
surgical diversion procedures (9) as in this
case,
enterovesical
fistula
(10),
gastrointestinal bleeding (11), intestinal
infarction (12), previous administration of
other imaging agents with normal excretion
into the GI tract (e.g. Tc-99m sestamibi)
(13) neonatal necrotizing enterocolitis (14),
normal
intestine
in
children
(15)
adenocarcinoma of the colon (16) systemic
amyloidosis (17) protein losing enteropathy
(18) metastatic calcification (19) primary

intestinal lymphangiectasia (20) minor
defect in the quality of the Tc-99m generator
(21) chilaiditi's syndrome (a variant of
rotation of the colon resulting in
interposition of the colon between
diaphragm and the liver, with an estimated
incidence of less than 3% of the general
population) (1, 22) and unknown reasons (1)
are
reported
causes
of
intestinal
accumulation of bone seeking tracers. Ergün
et al. (1) has shown that idiopathic Tc-99m
MDP uptake can be observed in the
intestines in about 1% of bone scans with a
prominent localization in the ascending
colon. The mechanism of intestinal uptake
still could not be fully explained in some of
the patients. In our case, the intestinal
uptake was prominent only on the anterior
projections and cleared or changed in
pattern on delayed images indicating that the
intestinal Tc-99m MDP accumulation on
bone scintigraphy might be an intermittent
process and should be included among other
well known causes of soft tissue uptake.
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